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Monitor traffic with ease! Identifying Top Talkers and Conversations in the network: Determine which users
and what applications are using maximum bandwidth, and drill down for conversational details. View trends
in network traffic, and determine top applications and peak usage times. Read more about Network traffic
analysis. Defining Applications to Monitor Specific Traffic: Use a combination of ports and protocols to
define unlimited applications, and recognize this traffic exclusively in traffic reports. You can also mention a
particular IP address to map an application. Department based Bandwidth monitoring per Department: Define
departments based on IP addresses, and identify bandwidth usage and application usage for each department.
Categorize devices and group them data into logical groups, and monitor traffic reports exclusively, for the
groups. Improve resource utilization accounting with real-time bandwidth and network usage statistics. This
feature helps you understand the network traffic behaviour between any two user defined sites. All the netflow
analyzer features PrevNext " It was easy to install, has a very clean interface with good reporting features, and
is a better value than other retail options. However, hardware probes require complex deployment procedures,
and typically do not account for IPsec traffic. And packet analyzers flood you with results that do not offer
direct insight into application-specific traffic in the network. As a result, IT department is faced with an
increased troubleshooting cycle, and an extended time to make critical decisions affecting the network.
NetFlow makes traffic monitoring possible by collecting granular details on IP traffic continuously, without
affecting device performance or increasing costs. Armed with powerful instant reports on top talkers,
conversations, and more, NetFlow Analyzer tells IT exactly what they need to know in order to troubleshoot
or make informed capacity planning decisions. NetFlow Analyzer is a web-based tool that analyzes NetFlow
exports from Cisco routers to monitor network traffic metrics including, traffic volume, traffic speed, packets,
top talkers, bandwidth utilization , and high usage times. There are various reports that can be obtained from
NetFlow Analyzer. It is very simple to deploy and start working with. You can install NetFlow Analyzer on a
Windows or Linux machine, and use a web browser to access the client interface. Within minutes, traffic
graphs are plotted and reports are automatically generated by NetFlow Analyzer, and you are all set to monitor
traffic in your network. Users can drill down in to the interfaces to view information on the traffic, application,
source, destination, conversation, DSCP and QoS of the traffic. With NetFlow Analyzer you can monitor
traffic and do much more! NetFlow analyzer does not require any hardware probes and can be downloaded,
used in your network environment and can be evaluated for 30 days. Go through the following useful links for
better understanding of how NetFlow Analyzer can help you to monitor network traffic and bandwidth
utilization.
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Road Traffic Analysis. Road Traffic Analysis (RTA) is the most important process in road traffic management. A properly
built road traffic management system, which is based on the comprehensive analysis of road traffic, can increase the
traffic capacity of existing motorways.

For optimum efficiency, force functions in three shifts. Force comprises Educated Officers. Emphasis is given
on smart turnout and professionalism. Effective accountability and senior command accountable for misdeeds
of subordinates. No documents seized during any violation of traffic rules by the commuters. No interference
from any quarter. Complete delegation of authority and responsibility. Only moving violations checked. Force
responsible for traffic discipline, safety of commuters and initial action in crimes. Officer cadre for
enforcement. Close supervision and effective command. Distinct uniform and smart turn out. SOPs for all
operational activities. Adoption of Ticketing System. Both local and foreign instructors imparted the training.
Local training was given at Police College Sihala. To meet the international standards, experts from UK and
Nordic Countries were invited who, along with local experts, trained our officers in advance driving skills and
management of various types of incidents. A foreign training course with South Wales Police , U. In addition,
services of armed forces were also utilized for advance driving skills particularly for motorcycles. Equipment
Provida, Wireless Sets etc. Traffic wardens in Lahore are very hard working. They come from villages to
Lahore so they do not hesitate in taking money from people because Lahore is not their native city which is
something very good for the people of Lahore city. To hinder corruption in big cities of Pakistan Villagers
should not be allowed to do job in law enforcement. As simple it is, a person will not do corruption in place
where people know him because he will feel shy and careful about his reputation but if he is in city where no
one knows him me anyone can become corrupt if given the powers to do corruption. Training Institute is
working at its full swing and since January , has trained over trainers in different categories. Training strategy
After study of the current policing system and the culture Selection method In all the above categories of
selection the candidate has to go through a thorough selection process. The selected candidates are examined
for medical fitness. The list of some useful equipment is as under: This radar is fitted with video and it not
only detects speed but also has a printer, which gives the picture of the vehicle along with detail of prescribed
speed and actual speed of the vehicle. This is a gun like radar and is used to detect speed but cannot record it.
For surveillance at night, every vehicle is provided with a search light with a power of , C. They have been
given special training to provide first aid to the injured on the spot. This equipment helps in effective Accident
Management and Recovery of injured persons.
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This work presents a business intelligence tool for monitoring traffic accidents on motorways and supporting decisions
relevant to road safety. The system manages information on road.

A properly built road traffic management system, which is based on the comprehensive analysis of road
traffic, can increase the traffic capacity of existing motorways. Description A road traffic analysis RTA system
comprises a number of solutions that consist of the following systems: Video Surveillance System This system
makes it possible to remotely watch the situation on motorways. The system consists of video surveillance
cameras and specialized software designed to manage the cameras and the video data they record and to
interface with the other systems within a road traffic management and analysis complex. It also includes a
system for intellectual analysis of video data. Visual Information Display and Recording Instruments Such
instruments are designed for keeping records of the video data provided by the video surveillance system and
for subsequent processing of such video data. Automotive Number Plate Recognition, Registration, and
Database Management System Number Plate Automatic Recognition is a surveillance system that uses the
method of optical character recognition OCR from images to read out number plates of motor vehicles. Such
system can utilize the standard video cameras intended for the video surveillance system. However, we
recommend using specially designed cameras to ensure the maximum efficiency. Central Dispatching Control
Station This component comprises the creation of a specialized dispatching control station for the purposes of
remote control over all systems used for management and monitoring of road traffic. LED-based Road Signs
and Data Screens with Variable Information Jointly with the other systems within the complex, these
components make it possible to optimize the movement of motor vehicles by means of informing the drivers
about complicated road sections or about changes in the road traffic conditions within the motorways under
control. This all makes it possible to decrease the probability of traffic jams. A road traffic analysis system
makes it possible to accomplish the tasks as follows: Objects are equipped with a digital video surveillance
system of a new generation based on IP technologies. Such a structure of video surveillance system will
ensure the access to all devices operating within the network. Besides, the system will make it possible to
watch the video archives with the data removed from local recording devices and to identify the alarm
activation parameters. The main emphasis is made on the possibility to analyze the data provided by cameras
in the automatic mode with timely notifications to the relevant authorities in the event of an alarming situation.
This will make it possible to efficiently control large areas without the need to increase the number of video
surveillance personnel. The video data analysis modules are located directly at the video cameras, and that
makes it possible to easily increase the size of the video surveillance system without the need to install any
additional servers for processing of video data. There is also an opportunity to set the patrol routes. It is also
possible to record all events to a network disk space and to provide access to the video archives from any point
within the network in the course of a specified period of time. The alarm signal activation parameters can be
set based on the analysis of the following events: Control of the motor vehicles parked at restricted areas;
Control over the motor vehicles that violated the traffic rules making a turn at a restricted area; red lights
running; wrong lane running; crossing a double solid line; restricted lane running; etc. The operators will
thereafter just have a look at the video recording of the relevant event. Based on the data obtained, the
operators make decision on taking appropriate measures. Such a setup of work of video surveillance operators
makes it possible to essentially decrease the number of the events passing unnoticed due to a decrease in the
human fatigue factors.
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This function, following methods of statistical mechanics , can be computed using an integro-differential
equation such as the Boltzmann equation. The engineering approach to analysis of highway traffic flow
problems is primarily based on empirical analysis i. Rather than simulating a steady state of flow for a
journey, transient "demand peaks" of congestion are simulated. These are modeled by using small "time
slices" across the network throughout the working day or weekend. Typically, the origins and destinations for
trips are first estimated and a traffic model is generated before being calibrated by comparing the
mathematical model with observed counts of actual traffic flows, classified by type of vehicle. The model
would be run several times including a current baseline, an "average day" forecast based on a range of
economic parameters and supported by sensitivity analysis in order to understand the implications of
temporary blockages or incidents around the network. From the models, it is possible to total the time taken
for all drivers of different types of vehicle on the network and thus deduce average fuel consumption and
emissions. The output of these models can then be fed into a cost-benefit analysis program. Obtaining these
arrival and departure times could involve data collection: The resulting plot is a pair of cumulative curves
where the vertical axis N represents the cumulative number of vehicles that pass the two points: X1 and X2,
and the horizontal axis t represents the elapsed time from X1 and X2. Simple cumulative curves Figure 9.
Arrival, virtual arrival, and departure curves If vehicles experience no delay as they travel from X1 to X2, then
the arrivals of vehicles at location X1 is represented by curve N1 and the arrivals of the vehicles at location X2
is represented by N2 in figure 8. More commonly, curve N1 is known as the arrival curve of vehicles at
location X1 and curve N2 is known as the arrival curve of vehicles at location X2. Using a one-lane signalized
approach to an intersection as an example, where X1 is the location of the stop bar at the approach and X2 is
an arbitrary line on the receiving lane just across of the intersection, when the traffic signal is green, vehicles
can travel through both points with no delay and the time it takes to travel that distance is equal to the
free-flow travel time. Graphically, this is shown as the two separate curves in figure 8. However, when the
traffic signal is red, vehicles arrive at the stop bar X1 and are delayed by the red light before crossing X2 some
time after the signal turns green. As a result, a queue builds at the stop bar as more vehicles are arriving at the
intersection while the traffic signal is still red. However, the concept of the virtual arrival curve is flawed. This
curve does not correctly show the queue length resulting from the interruption in traffic i. It assumes that all
vehicles are still reaching the stop bar before being delayed by the red light. In other words, the virtual arrival
curve portrays the stacking of vehicles vertically at the stop bar. When the traffic signal turns green, these
vehicles are served in a first-in-first-out FIFO order. For a multi-lane approach, however, the service order is
not necessarily FIFO. Nonetheless, the interpretation is still useful because of the concern with average total
delay instead of total delays for individual vehicles. Step function The traffic light example depicts N-curves
as smooth functions. Theoretically, however, plotting N-curves from collected data should result in a
step-function figure Each step represents the arrival or departure of one vehicle at that point in time. This is
due to the fact that a number of traffic flow characteristics can be derived from the plot of cumulative vehicle
count curves. Illustrated in figure 11 are the different traffic flow characteristics that can be derived from the
N-curves. Traffic flow characteristics from two N-curves These are the different traffic flow characteristics
from figure
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4. Analysis of traffic noise model based on perpendicular propagation of noise from carriageway. The theoretical
analysis used to develop the main motorway noise model is based on the technique of perpendicular propagation of
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traffic noise from the centerline of carriageway.

Chapter 6 : Road Traffic Analysis System
criteria that affect traffic - such as construction and road closures, real-time incidents, sporting and entertainment events,
weather forecasts and school.

Chapter 7 : National Highways & Motorway Police - Wikipedia
Search for Traffic Information Filter search by: Near You Region Motorway A-Road.

Chapter 8 : â€¢ Change in length of motorways in Italy | Statistic
The aim of this paper is to explore the effects of traffic congestion on road accidents using a spatial analysis approach
while controlling for the other contributing factors. The M25 London orbital motorway was used as a case study and
disaggregated into 70 road segments.

Chapter 9 : â€¢ Motorway traffic by firm Italy | Statistic
The capacity and traffic flow analysis process is generally an iterative process where options are analysed in parallel
with the functional design process and the need to investigate what is feasible within the physical constraints of the
project.
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